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The key feature of the Baselight for Avid plugin is its
ability to work with a full Baselight grading system and
let you grade your Avid shots exactly the same as the full
Baselight system you have. Baselight for FCP does have
its own workflow benefit that a full Baselight system does
not have. If your FCP project can be exported with all
grades in the XML format you can import that grade back
into the full Baselight system and have it automatically
applied. You can also import footage and render your
grade back into FCP. This could be useful if you need to
tweak some settings on your edit and need to get it back
into FCP in the event you need to change something else
and send the footage back to the editor for visual
reference. With the Baselight for Avid plugin you can
apply both a Flame grade and a Baselight grade to your
Avid shots and still export it directly back into Flame for
further tweaking. The Baselight for Avid plugin is great
for post-production professionals. As you probably
already know color grading software has evolved from
getting a color grade and bake that into the project at
the most efficient time to being able to grade as if it
were an online grading environment. Since Flame, Avid,
Adobe, FCP and pretty much every popular online post-
production suite supports this, you no longer need to
render out a full grade to do a visual reference pass on
an Avid edit. Now with the Baselight for Avid plugin you
can get a full grade and see exactly what it looks like.
This gives you an accurate reference grade and you can
tweak it for what you want.
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only the highest-end computers will be able to sustain
the full power of the blg for flame version of baselight.

flame users on lower-end pcs will be able to use the free
version of blg for flame to deliver suitable results, though

will require the installation of a graphics driver for the
gpu. blg for flame is an annual subscription product,

available as an upgrade to all baselight users. as
baselight is a gpu-based renderer, only the most

powerful computers will be able to support blg for flame.
you are not asked to purchase a new license for each
baselight release, as the new blg for flame version is

distributed as a patch to the previous baselight version.
the baselight subscription includes a generous licence for

blg for flame to deliver the blg for flame version of
baselight. the licence includes access to a minimum of
five baselight release versions, plus the newest version
of blg for flame as it is released. it is important that you
have available a good suite of grades in the baselight
family, as the blg for flame version of baselight relies

heavily on being able to find a colour space that is
suitable for the grade that is to be applied to it, and a

grade that is suitable for the workflow that is in use. it is
recommended that the house invests in a mature and
proven set of adobe photoshop and adobe flash cs5
grade levels to be better able to support the core
creative needs of their customers. the majority of

baselight houses that have been working with blg for
flame have experienced a significant reduction in the

amount of time that it takes to deliver a baselight grade.
this can be due to the fact that the blg for flame version
of baselight is automatically distributed as a patch to the
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previous baselight version, rather than as a new release.
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